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PREFACE

This is the 13th conference on Beauty, Charm and Hyperon hadrons since the start back in 1995 at
Strasbourg. This edition of the series has taken place in the warm and welcoming sea-side of Peniche,
Portugal. It was quite a challenge to keep us focused on the scientific agenda given the beauty and excursions
associated with the conference surroundings and the graciousness of our local Portuguese hosts who arranged
many wonderful activities. The advisory committee would like to take this opportunity to thank the local
organizing committee for all its e↵ort, preparations and care they took to make this a very successful
conference. We especially thank Paula Bordalo, the Chairperson of this year’s conference for her vision for
this edition of the conference and the many well thought out events and their breathtaking venues.

About 90 participants from 21 countries representing more than 30 experiments in particle physics par-
ticipated. The opening talk by Stan Brodsky of SLAC set the reference frame for the discussions which we
greatly thank him for performing. The scientific program itself was broad and comprehensive of the recent
developments in the field. Intense discussions took place following talks and during the breaks or evenings,
fulfilling the vision of Alfred (Fredy) Fridman, our conference founder, which was to bring new upcoming
researchers mixed with well established scientists in a conference with only plenary sessions mixing both
theory and experimental scientists. This truly does produce an atmosphere of good will and advancement
through discussions.

The Conference has been possible thanks to generous support of many institutes: Laboratório de Ins-
trumentação e F́ısica Experimental de Part́ıculas (LIP), Câmara Municipal de Peniche, Associação de F́ısica
de Interacções Fortes (AFIF Portugal), and Institut Français au Portugal. We would also like to thank the
most important part of this conference, the many attendees for their care to present the highest quality
material with the latest results; without this the goals, as set forth when the conference was founded, would
not have been met. So, to all of them we acknowledge their heroic e↵ort to maintain this great high standard.
We wish everyone well in their future endeavors and hope to see many of you back in future editions of the
conference.

Nick Solomey, Wichita State University

Chair of the Conference Advisory Committee
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PREFACE

It was a great pleasure to host the 13th International Conference on Beauty, Charm and Hyperon Hadrons
(BEACH) conference in Portugal this year. The Conference was held in the pretty and historical fishing
town of Peniche, a mere few hundred meters from the Atlantic Ocean and, of course, from several beautiful
white sand beaches.

This volume contains contributed papers presented at the Conference by 90 participants from many
di↵erent countries, experimental collaborations and theory groups. We thank them all for the high quality
of their contributions and for making this a vibrant meeting, showcasing a broad range of subjects at the
forefront of particle physics research. In particular, we were happy that a fair proportion of speakers at the
conference were women and young physicists.

I want to express my warm thanks to the Conference Secretariat and Technical team, as well as several
people at LIP, who helped with the preparation of various essential tasks and who tirelessly ensured that
everything ran smoothly. The tasks of organising the Conference and of putting together this volume were
made enormously easier by the participation of the International Advisory Committee, and the Conference
Advisory Committee, who contributed with both wisdom and work. My colleagues of the Local Organising
Committee, without whom this task would have been even more daunting, provided decisive help in making
this conference a success. I thank all of them for their invaluable collaboration.

Paula Bordalo, IST/Universidade de Lisboa and LIP-Lisbon

Chairperson, on behalf of the Local Organising Committee


